Abstract A method called the Remainder Method is proposed for the calculation of sample quantiles of a given order, for example, quartiles, hexatiles, octatiles, deciles and percentiles assuming that all the observations are distinct. Proof is given for a special case of deciles. We propose the criterion of equisegmentation property that the number of observations below the first quantile, that between the consecutive quantiles, and that above the last quantile are the same. The formulae for quantiles offered by the proposed method satisfy the equisegmentation property, and more interestingly provide the number of quantiles having integer ranks. Some open problems are indicated.
Introduction
x ) = 0.75 respectively. Let X follow an exponential distribution with the probability density function 
Note that the median is the same as 0.5-quantile or the 50 th percentile, or the 5 th decile. It is not surprising that the 60 th percentile, 2
. Similarly it can be checked that the third quartile is given by 3
In case we have a sample (discrete in nature), it is, however, difficult to define quartiles. A sample quantile is a point below which some specified proportion of the values of a data set lies.
The median is the 0.50 quantile because approximately half of all observations lie below this value. The name fractile for quantile is used by some authors (see Lapin, 1975, 52) . Quartiles, hexatiles, octatiles, deciles, percentiles are special cases of quantiles.
One method for quartiles, called the hinges (Tukey, 1976) , is based on finding the median first and then finding the medians of the upper and lower halves of the data each time including the median of the whole data set. Done so, approximately 25% observations remain below the lower quartile and 25% above the upper quartile. The literature is full of different formulae for sample quartiles with various rounding notions of the corresponding ranks of quartiles. See for example Mendenhall and Sincich (1995, 54) , and Joarder and Latif (2004) for a detailed survey and illustrations. Joarder (2003) discussed halving method of sample quartiles that satisfies equisegmentation property but it seems rather difficult to generalize it to quantiles of higher order.
In this note, the Remainder Method discussed by Joarder and Latif (2004) for quartiles has been generalized to some even orders namely hexatiles, octatiles, deciles and percentiles. Proof is given for a special case of deciles.
We propose the criterion of equisegmentation property that the number of observations below the first quantile, that between the consecutive quantiles, and that above the last quantile are the same. Let the number of observations in each segment be ( 1,2,3,..., ;
Then the equisegmentation property requires that 1 2 f m m m = = = . However this will divide the ordered sample observations into the desired number of segments leaving the same number of observations in each if the observations are distinct. 
The equisegmentation Property:
The ranks Sample quartiles are popularly interpolated linearly by the observations corresponding to the ranks
. This method will hereinafter be called the Popular Method. Joarder (2003) observed that the ranks provided by this method do not satisfy equisegmentation property if sample sizes are 14 , 10 , 6 = n etc. This led us to conjecture that the remainder of the sample size with respect modulus 4 may play a role in the determination of the ranks for quartiles.
Let ir R be the rank of i th quartile with m observations in each of the f segments. Then
where and r i are integers with 
. For simplicity we will often use u for ir u . The quartiles can then be calculated by the simple linear interpolation as
(
where ) (i x is the i th ordered observation. Note that
Sample quartiles, hexatiles, octatiles and deciles

The Remainder Method for Sample Quartiles
The refinement of the formulae for quartiles is based on the equisegmentation property discussed in Section 1. With a view to improving upon the rank of quartiles given by the Popular Method so that equisegmentation property is satisfied, a special notion of rounding depending on the remainder r and d of the ranks of quartiles considered by Joarder and Latif (2004) is given below.
) be the rank of the i th quartile based on a sample of 4 4 n m r = + ≥ observations. Then the following ranks satisfy equisegmentation property:
, and 2 (2.1 )
, and 2 In what follows we will see that the ranks for quartiles satisfy the equisegmentation property for an admissible set {( , )}. A r d = Example 2.1 An independent consumer group tested radial tires from a major brand to determine expected tread life. The data (in thousands of miles) are given below: Vinning, 1998, 193 To illustrate the proposed method we make new data sets with the first 15 , 14 , 13 , 12 = = = = n n n n observations labeling them as Data 1, Data 2, Data 3 and Data 4 respectively. It can be checked that the popular method satisfies equisegmentation property for all the above data sets except Data 3. We show below how the Remainder Method can be applied for Data 3 for sample quartiles so that it satisfies the equisegmentation property. r = is also, as expected, the number of quartiles having integer ranks for any sample of size 4 ≥ n .
The Remainder Method for Hexatiles
Hexatiles are five numbers that divide ordered sample observations into six segments. The following theorem guarantees that the ranks for hexatiles given by the Remainder Method satisfy the equisegmentation property. The proof of the theorem is omitted as a more general and popular case of deciles ( 10) f = is proved in Theorem 2.4.
Theorem 2.2 Let
) be the rank of the i th hexatile based on n 6 6 n m r = + ≥ observations. Then the following ranks of hexatiles will satisfy the equisegmentation property: if ( , ) , and 3 (2.2 ) if ( , ) , and 3 
, , x 's are the ordered sample observations. The above rounding of ranks guarantees the desirable equisegmentation property. There are 2 m = observations in each segment here. The remainder r (which is 3 here) is also, as expected, the number of hexatiles having integer ranks for any sample of size 6 n ≥ .
The Remainder Method for Octatiles
Octatiles are seven numbers that divide ordered sample observations into eight segments. The following theorem guarantees that the ranks for octatiles given by the Remainder Method satisfy equisegmentation property. 
The Remainder Method for Deciles ( 10) f =
Deciles are nine numbers that divide ordered sample observations into ten segments. The following theorem guarantees that the ranks for deciles given by the Remainder Method satisfy the equisegmentation property. Proof. By writing out the ranks for deciles by (1.1) with 10 = f , it is easy to observe that no rounding is needed for 9 , 4 , 1 , 0 = r i.e. the ranks are given by 2.4 (c). For other cases of 8 , 7 , 6 , 5 , 2 = r , some ranks need to be rounded so that the deciles satisfy equisegmentation property. Since proofs are similar in all cases of 8 , 7 , 6 , 5 , 2 = r , we prove the theorem for a special case say 6 = r . Let 6 ) ( 10 + = m n so that 6 = r . Then by Theorem 2.4, the ranks for deciles are given by 9(6 1)/10 9 6, since 3 6,( , ) (6,3)
Then it is easy to check from the above that 
( ) 10 6 10 6 9 6 10 6 ( 9 6
Thus it is proved that ranks of deciles given by the Remainder Method satisfy the equisegmentation property.
The remainder r (which is 6 here) is also, as expected, the number of deciles having integer ranks for any sample of size 10 ≥ n .
The Remainder Method for Percentiles ( 100) f =
Percentiles are ninety-nine numbers that divide ordered sample observations into one hundred segments. The following theorem guarantees that the ranks for percentiles given by the Remainder Method satisfy the equisegmentation property. 
where and r i are integers with1 
, , , x 's are the ordered sample observations. The above rounding of ranks guarantees the desirable equisegmentation property. There are 2 m = observations in each segment here. The remainder r (which is 70 here) is also, as expected, the number of percentiles having integer ranks for any sample of size 100 n ≥ . 
